Polish partners presented a very impressive table which were written all the tasks that are planned for the entire duration of the project. In this table with different color markers was shown the degree of implementation of each task, and mentioned how long time
it needs to be finalized.

http://pye.kszia.eu

PROMOTING
YOUTH
ENTREPRENEURS
Was proposed and successful
model for systematization
of information provided
by each partner to draw up a business - guide.

Aims of the
project
1
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Presentation of two
biographies of successful
entrepreneurs

Discussion about criteria
for holding competition

2
.

Brief information for
the 3rd meeting
The first day passed in discussions about what has
been achieved in October 2013, a second letter was
presented by Wales were presented biographies of
successful businessmen - Bulgaria and Slovakia have
been meetings at VFU "Free University" and the
company Bulagro, the day allow be visited museum Vl.
Varnenchik, and held meetings with representatives of
industrial Varna Chamber of Commerce.

3rd meeting in Varna, Bulgaria – 17 – 19.10.2013

Malta
Early in the meeting held in Bulgaria, our Maltese
partners presented themselves and their business

Spain

with precisely structured presentation in which a
clear see great experience to work on projects that
they have.
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During
theidwhole
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Proin
est non
orciwhich
pharetra
workshops, our new partners placed attractive
questions, giving advices that help the easier
project work.

During the second day all partners a visited the winery in
Varna and hold discussions about business - directory,
and the methods and criteria for organizing both events. Malta is also the initiators of creating the FB page,

What was new during the
3 rd meeting:
Partners who participated in the third meeting,
congratulated the new partners from Malta. They
turn to a brief presentation, we were introduced to
the activity carried out.

and assumed responsibility for maintaining it. Not

3

Preparing a business index
for young entrepreneurs

The third day was the cultural day. The partners visited
the Botanical Garden and the Summer Palace in Balchik,
the partners had time to explore the city of Varna and to
enjoy an amazing lunch in a hotel in Varna.

.

at least Malta suggested the creation of DropBox,
in which to store the necessary project files and
presentations.

Discussing for changing the logo, creating new FB
account, making a Drop Box account, where to attach
all new documents, moreover compile a list of tasks
that will be carried to the next meeting in Poland

Bulgaria
Students from Professional High School of
Economics D-r. Ivan Bogorov presented two

As project coordinator Spain led the
discussions at the workshop and
presented its version of the business guide.

biographies of successful entrepreneurs.

Spanish partners committed to shaping
the business – guide in a way proposed
President of Varna Chamber of Commerce and
by the Polish partners. Spain has to
representatives of the University of Economics - prepare a file with evaluations and to
Varna, and Varna Free University shared their
download the evaluation on the blog.
experiences of working with Professional High
School of Economics D-r. Ivan Bogorov by
encouraging young people to entrepreneurship.
Was given an opportunity to all partners to visit
two successful entrepreneurs.

Meeting
activities

The third day was celebrated with dinner, which was
attended by Slovakia, Malta, Spain, Wales and Bulgaria.
During the dinner, were officially handed out certificates
of participation in the third meeting.

Malta presented to the other partners a flair,
synthesized in all the information a man need for
presenting a successful entrepreneur. This flair was
given as an example to all partners and will be
used for the project needs.

Presenting the second newsletter by Welsh partners.
Were presented, as was agreed in Wales - biographies
of successful businessmen. The partners took part in
meeting with Bulgarian successful businessman.

Presentation of two biographies
of successful entrepreneurs

2 Structuring of a business guide

Poland

Slovakia
Slovakian students presented two biographies of successful entrepreneurs.

Polish partners presented a very impressive table where were written down all the tasks wich were planned
for the entire duration of the project. In this table with different color markers was shown the degree of
implementation of each task, and mentioned how long time it needs to be finalized.

The first presentation informed us about a coffee bar owned by a deaf-mute women.

3

Discussion about criteria for
holding competition

4

Planning of other activities

The second newsletter will be transformed
a little by the Wales partners.
Rona and Jan readily agreed to provide
the shape of the letter and it will be used

2
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Wales

The second one presented a brilliant business of a famous Slovakian businessman.

Polish partners purposed a successful model for systematization of information provided by each partner to
draw up a business - guide.

in structuring the third letter from
Bulgaria.
Rhone and Jen offered to compile a file
with all the interviews with successful
entrepreneurs and also to structure a flyer
including project activities.

